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It has been pointed out that context-free grammars of a cert in class 
have the property that a one-one mapping exists between the structural 
descriptions of its sentences and the sentences generated by a finite state 
grammar. Given a grammar, it is decidable whether it belongs to this specific 
class or not. 
The grammars of this class can be divided into a countable hierarchy of 
increasing complexity. 
I. INTt~ODUCTION 
The term "Finitely Representable Grammar" was used by one of 
us in a previous publication (Banerji, 1963) to mean a Context Free 
Grammar (such that) one could set up a one-one correspondence b - 
tween the different structural descriptions (Chomsky, 1961) of the 
sentences generated by it and the sentences of a finite state language. 
It  was demonstrated that if the grammar was such that the total num- 
ber of nonterminal symbols occurring at any step of the derivation of 
any sentence by the grammar never exceeds ome prespeeified bound, 
then the grammar would be finitely representable~ 
Since then it has been found that the term "Finitely Representable" 
can be used to describe a much wider class of grammars. Any grammar 
which is such that for every sentence generated by the grammar there 
would be at least one derivation such that the number of nonterminals 
in any step of the derivation never exceeds ome prespeeified bound is 
finitely representable. 
The general idea behind the technique of finite representation is as 
follows: if the total number of nonterminals in any step of some deriva- 
tion of any sentence be bounded, then the total number of different or- 
ders of occurrence of nonterminals possible in the steps of its deriva- 
tion is finite. One can represent each of these arrangements of non- 
terminMs as a state "reached by" the derivation. There are a finite 
number of such "states." Each production takes the derivation from 
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one state to another. Each string of productions "accepted" by such 
an automaton, then, would yield a derivation. 
It  has been shown in this paper that there is a hierarchy of complexity 
among finitely representable grammars. That is, one can associate an 
integer with each grammar in this class in such a manner that for each 
grammar corresponding to the integer i, there is a grammar correspond- 
ing to i -- 1 such that there is a one-one mapping between the structural 
descriptions of the former and the sentences of the latter. Those asso- 
ciated with 0 belong to the class of languages discussed in our previous 
paper. 
In this paper we shall call the languages associated with 0, the bounded 
languages. This class properly subsumes the metalinear class (Chomsky, 
1963) of languages. The rest of the Finitely Representable class will be 
called the Simply unbounded languages. In what follows we shall set 
out the definitions of these terms and indicate the considerations which 
lead to the hierarchy. 
II. BASIC DEF IN IT IONS 
To prevent any confusion arising out of any difference between sym- 
bols and terminology used by us and those used by others, we shall set 
out by defining these. 
A grammar G will be defined in the usual manner by the quadruple 
(V, P, T, S} where V is the vocabulary, P the set of productions, T the 
terminal symbols and S a specified member of V - T. We shall denote 
the members of V - T by the symbols A~ (the i are integers) and call 
them the nonterminals. S will generally be denoted by A1. Each member 
of P will have a unique name p~ and will be represented in the general 
form 
p~: 1% --+ xhAqx i~Ai  ~ ' ' '  XiKiAKIx~K~+t 
we shall ealI A% the left hand side and x IA~ • • • :c~K+ ~ the right hand side 
of the production p~ where the x are possibly empty terminal strings. 
Strings will be denoted by greek letters and terminal strings by lower 
ease latin letters at the end of the alphabet. 
Given a derivation A1 = ¢1, ¢~, • " • CK, = z of a sentence x, we shall 
associate with it a sequence of production ames p~j (1 -<__ j < K ' )  such 
that for each i
4i = ¢A%¢ 
~jd-1 = @~O(j~ 
where co is the right hand side of p~j. 
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We shall call this a production string of z. Production strings will be 
denoted by upper case latin letters. A derivation will be called normal 
if for each i (1 =< i < K ' )  the string ~ in the exhibition of q~j above does 
not contain any nonterminals. I t  can be shown (Altman, 1964) that 
every sentence in a context free grammar has a normal derivation. Also, 
it can be stated that if any sentence has more than one normal deriva- 
tion, then the grammar is ambiguous. That  is, each normal derivation 
corresponds to a structural description. The production string cor- 
responding to a normal derivation will be called a normal production 
string. 
As  usual we  shall use the notation ¢ ~ ¢ to mean that there exists a 
derivation ~ = ¢i, ~2, --" ~K = ¢. The  ~ will be called the steps of 
the derivation. If A~ ~ cA j~ we shall call A i  an ancestral of A j .  Also 
we shall say A~ dominates cA~.  
A product ion 
p i :  A% --~ xqAqx%Ai  2 . • • X iK iA iK iX iK i+ l  
will be called bounded if either 
( i )  K~ = 0 
or  
(ii) K~ = 1 and it is not the case that A ,~¢Ai0¢where¢  or 
contains some nonterminal symbol 
or  
(iii) K~ > 1 andfor no j  (1 < j =< K;) isit t.he case that A~, ~ ¢A~0~. 
Evidently, it is decidable whether a production is bounded. 
A production will be called simple unbounded if either 
(i) K~ = 1 and A~ ~ cA.;0~ where either ¢ or ~/or both contain 
nonterminals with the restriction that for any such nonterrninal A i ,  
it is not the case that A~ ~ coA~oO 
or  
(ii) K~ > 1 and there exists one and only one j (1 ~ j =< K~) such 
that A~j ~ ¢Aiof and for any nonterlninal AK occuring in 4~ or ~, it is 
not the case that AK ~ aA~oO. 
I t  has been shown (Altman, 1964) that given a production it is de- 
cidable whether it is simple unbounded. 
A grammar is called bounded if all its productions are hounded. I t  
can be seen that if a grammar is bounded, it is never the ease that for 
any A~, A~ cA~ with either ¢ or ~ containing a nonterminal. This 
was cited as a necessary condition to ensure the existence of a bound 
such that no step of derivation of any sentence contain a total number of 
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nonterminals in excess of this bound. It was pointed out by Ginsburg 
(1963) that this was also a sufficient condition. 
A grammar  is called S imple  Unbounded if at least one of its productions 
is simple unbounded, and all of them are either bounded or simple 
unbounded. 
III. DERIVATIONAL ASSOCIATES AND THE HIERARCHY 
Given a grammar G = (V, P, T, A1) we now proceed to construct a
grammar G' which will have the property that every normal production 
string of sentences z in G is mapped one-one to a sentence of G' and vice- 
versa. G' will be called the der ivat iona l  assoc iate or simply associate of G. 
We define G' = (V ' ,  P ' ,  T ' ,  A1}; in this quadruple T' is the set {p~} 
of names of productions of G. V' consists of all nonterminals of G and 
T ' ;  P '  is a set of productions named {q~} defined as follows. For each 
production of G 
p~ = A io  --~ x i lAqx i2A~2 " " " A~ix~+~ • 
There is a production of G' 
qi: A~o --~ p~A~IA~ " ' "  A i~ 
including the case where K~ = 0. 
Now each sentence of G' has a normal derivation a d corresponding 
production string qqq~2 . . .  q~,~. 
To prove that G' has indeed the property mentioned in the previous 
paragraph, we introduce some terminology. 
Given a production string PhP~ " ' "  P~ = L in a grammar, if there 
is a normal derivation ¢~, ~,  --- , ¢~+~ such that p~ . . .  p~ is the 
production string of ~+, ,  then (~K+I will be called the te rmina l  s t r ing  of 
L and will be denoted by term (pq • • • p~).  If no such derivation exists, 
then term (p~,  . . .  P~K) will be undefined. 
Given an arbitrary string ¢ = x~Aqx2Ai2  • • • x~A~x~+l  of which the 
x's are terminal strings we shall call the string AqA~ 2 . . .  A~,  of non- 
terminals the s t r ipped  vers ion of ¢ and write S(  O ) = A hA  h • • • A j~ . 
Let us initially prove as an auxiliary theorem that if term (q~q~ . . .  
q~) is defined, then it is identical to the string P~lP~2 " ' "  p~S(term 
(p~,p~ • ." pi~) ). 
For n = 1, this means tcrm(q~) = p~S( term(p~))  for all i for which 
A~0 = A~. But term q~ is the right hand side of the production q~, that 
is, p iAq  • . .A~ and term p~ is xqAq • • • x~A~x~+~ whose stripped 
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version is Ai ,A~ . . .  A~K~. So term (qq . . .  q~) = pq - . .  p~,S(term 
(p~)) is true for n = 1. Both term(q~) and term(p~) is undefined if 
A~ o ~ A1. 
If, as the induction hypotheses, we assume that  term(qqq~ - • • qi,,) = 
P~lP~2 "'" p~S( term(pq  . . .  p~)  ) and term (qq . . .  q~,,q~+~) is defined, 
then the leftmost nonterminal of term (q~ . . .  q~) must be A~+~0. This 
is replaced by p~+~Aq . . .  A~r~+~ . The symbol p~+l ,  together with 
p~ - . -  p~,  yields PqP~2 "'" P~+~ followed by A~ . . .  A~K~+ ~ replacing 
the leftmost symbol of S ( te rm(p~ - . .  p~))  which is the string of non- 
terminals yielded by  the normal derivation corresponding to the pro- 
duction string P~IP~2 ""pi~+~ i.e., S ( te rm(pq  . . .  p~+~). 
The theorem, then, is true for all n. I t  is afort ior i  true when S( term 
(pq • • • p~))  is an empty string, that  is, when p~ . • - p~ is the normal 
production string of a sentence in G. Then 
term(q~q~.~ -- .  q~,) = P~lPI~ "'" pi~ 
whence every normal production string of a sentence in G is a sentence 
of G ~ and vice-versa. G t can be seen to be unambiguous so that  the map- 
ping is one-one. 
I t  is not hard to see that  if a grammar is simple unbounded, so is ibs 
associate. Simple unboundedness i  a property of the arrangement of 
the nonterminals in the production and this is identical in the two gram- 
mars .  
To  facilitate what  follows we shall construct a grammar  G" equivalent 
to the associate and having the property that the right hand sides of all 
its productions have one of the following forms 
xlA~Ai~: 
x~Ais 
3g 
where x ~ is a terminal string, possibly empty, and x is a terminal string. 
Such a grammar is obtained by introducing a number of extra non- 
terminals {B~-}, i rmming over the number of productions and j running 
from 1 to K~ - 2 for each production. The terminals remain the same. 
Each production 
Ai  o --~ p¢AqA¢~ . . .  A i~  
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is replaced by the set of productions 
A~o ~ p~BilAiK~ 
B~ ~ Bi~ A~K~_ ~ 
: 
B i (K i -2)  ~ A i lA~2 • 
I t  is clear that if the original production was bounded, none of the new 
productions would be simple unbounded, because if 
BIK  --> B~(K+I)A~K~_ K 
were unbounded then at least one of the two symbols on the right would 
be an ancestral of B~:. 
However, since B~K occurs on the right-hand side of only one produc- 
tion in the grammar, this ancestral must be an ancestral of BI(K-i) and 
so on up to A~0 • A~K~_I is not an ancestral of A% by definition of bounded 
production. And B~(K+I) cannot be an ancestral of A% since then one of 
A,:K~_K , A~K~_K_I , - • .A~,  A~ 1 would be an ancestral of A~0 contrary to 
the definition of Boundedness. 
Similarly if the original production was simple unbounded, at least 
one of the new productions would be simple unbounded. 
G" will be called the associate of G in binary form. 
Given an associate grammar in binary form, one can define two func- 
tions p and z which map its productions into its nonterminals as follows: 
(i) If the production p f  is bounded, then p and z are undefined. 
(ii) I f  the production is simple unbounded and of the form A~o ~ xA~ 
then p(p~") = A~I and a(p{~) are undefined. 
(iii) I f  the production p{~ is simple unbounded and of the form 
A% --~ xA,~A~: then one of the nonterminals A~ and A~ ~s an ancestral 
of A~0 (the other restrictions pertinent o the simple boundedness of 
the production are not relevant for this definition). Let this one be 
A~ K (K = 1, 2); then p(p~") = A~ x and ~(p( ' )  is A~,  (K '  ~ K) .  
f t  t f  
An unbounding cycle for this grammar is a sequence c~ = p~ p~ . . -  
# 
p~,~ of productions, defined as follows: 
= , p (p~.~)  = A ,~,  (i) m > 1" (ii) ij # iK for any j, K;  (iii) " - (iv) for all 
K (1 =< K < rn)p(p~'~) = A~+~0 where A~K+~0 is the left hand side of 
P iK+ l • 
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Unbounding cycles will not exist if o(P~") is undefined for all produc- 
tions, i.e., if the grammar is bounded. In this ease the grammar is 
finitely representable by our previous results. 
An unbounding chain is a sequence of unbounding cycles CqC~ 2 • • • C~m 
such that (i) m > 1 and (ii) for a l lK(1 _-< K < m) there exist non- 
terminals A~, A~- such that A~ is an ancestral of A j ,  there is some pro- 
duetion p~" in C~ such that a(ps")  = A~, and there is some production 
t t  
pj in C~K+I such that p(p j ' )  = A j .  
If the grammar is simple unbounded, then no two cycles in the chain 
can be identical, even to a permutation. This can be seen as follows. 
Let the cycle C~ occur twice in some chain. Then there are productions 
f f  f /  
pij and pi~ in C~ such that z(pi"i) is an ancestral of p(PiK), and hence 
of the left hand side of pitK+l . By the definition of the unbounding cycle, 
this makes z(pi"~) an ancestral of the left, hand side of Pi"i • But this is 
contrary to the definition of z. 
Since there is only a finite number of unbounding cycles in any gram- 
mar, it can now be seen that the number of cycles in any unbounding 
chain of a simple unbounded grammar is finite. The number of cycles in 
a chain will be called the length of the chain. The length of a grammar" is 
the length of its longest chain. 
Let there be a grammar of length K and let C~C~ . . .  C~ K be one of 
H H 
its longest chains. Let C~K be the cycle p~p~: . . .p~,~.  There is no 
s(1 < s < m) such that z(p~"~) is the ancestral of the left hand side of 
any production of any cycle, because then it would also be the ancestral 
of some nonterminal p(p , t )  for a production in this other cycle, which 
would then form a chain of length K + 1 in conjunction with C~IC~: • • " 
C~.  Further, cr(p~") is such that the set of all terminal strings x such 
that a(p~,~) ~ x form a finite state language. To prove this, we shall 
show that the grammar for this language (the "phrase type" z(p~"~) in 
G") is not self-embedding. If not so, let there be a nonterminal A~ which 
is self-embedding and such that ~(p~"~) is an ancestral of A,:. Let 4 and 
be strings such that 
A~ ~ CA~¢. 
Then neither 6 nor ~ could contain a nonterminah if it did, then A~ 
would occur in the left hand side of some simple unbounded production 
in some cycle. We have already seen this to be impossible. 
However, since no production of G" has productions of the form 
A~ ~ A~x with x terminal, for ~b to be nonempty, one must have A~ 
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¢)A~Ai where A j- ~ ¢J. But this directly contradicts the fact that if 
A~ ~ ¢A~b then ~ must be free of nonterminals. 
According to Chomsky and Miller (1958) one can represent every 
finite state language as a regular expression of the following form: 
~v~v~ . . -  v~ 
where each ~ is of the form 
" ' "  ~mi ) '~mi+ 1
where each ~ is either a terminal string or an expression of a form similar 
to the ~.  
ff 
The grammar containing z (p~)  can now be rewritten as follows: all 
productions having a(p~{~) as the left hand elements are removed from 
the grammar (we are not considering here the part when z(pi"~) is A1 
when the ntire language is finite state: this case has been considered 
before) and any a(pi~) occurring on the right-hand side is removed by 
the following procedure. If the production be of the form 
fp 
A% ~ xA~lcr(pi,~ ) 
it is replaced by 
A~ o - -~  xAqM1 
A~ o --~ xA~M2 
A~, --> xAI1MK . 
When the MK's are intermediate nonterminal symbols which will be 
replaced by terminal symbols by replacing each of the productions by 
new productions a follows, 
A~ o ~ xAqM5 
is replaced by 
A~ ~ xAh'h~Mj~ 
Ai  -*  xAh 'h JM j3 
A~ ---+ xA~1,fl ~M jm~ 
where ql i is either the string ~/1 ~ or if -/1~ is of the form ¢~, qlJ is another 
intermediate symbol which can be removed. 
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By recursing on this and an entirely analogous recursive procedure one 
can remove all the newly introduced intermediate symbols, obtaining 
a set of productions of the form 
A~ ---> xA~ly  or A~ --~ xyA~ 
t !  
where the y are terminal symbols. Thus z (p im)  has been removed from 
the associate of the original grammar. If ¢(p~"j) is removed from the 
grammar for all productions of the cycle C~K, C~K will cease to be an 
unbounding cycle. If all the cycles are removed this way from the un- 
bounding chains of length K, we reduce the length of the grammar by 
one. 
Thus we have the result that given a grammar of length K,  one can 
construct a grammar for its normal derivations of length K - 1.: 
A grammar of length 0 is a grammar without unbounding cycles and 
hence is a Finitely Representable grammar in our old sense. 
IV. AN EXAMPLE AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
As an example of a simple unbounded grammar and the finite-state 
grammar associated with it (through a sequence of associates) let us 
take the grammar G: 
Pl : A --~ ABF  p5 : K --~ CD 
P2 : B ---* bBb P6 : F -+ fF f  
p~ : B --+ CD p7 : D --~ dDd 
p4 : C ---~ FK  p8 : F ---+ g 
Its associate G t is 
ql : A ---~ p lABF  q7 : D --~ pTD 
q~ : B---+ p2B q8 : F "--+ p8 
q~ : B --+ p3CD q9 : D ----> p9 
q4 : C ---> p4FK qlo : C - *  plo 
q5 : K --~ psCD qll : A --~ pl l  • 
q6 : F --+ p+F 
p9 : D -+ h 
plo : C --~ c 
p~l : A -~ a 
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The binary form G" for this has ql replaced by two productions 
pi"  : A ~ p lXF  
tg 
p12 : X ----> AB.  
p~ ""p l~arethesameasq l ,q2""  ,q~l. 
The unbounding cycles of G" are 
(p~," p~)" = Co ; (p~2," pl y) = C1 ; (p4 g, pj ' )  = C2 ; (pS', p~") = C3. 
The unbounding chains are 
(Co), (C1), (C'2), (C3), (COC2), (COC3), (CIC2), (ClC;~). 
The grammar is, then, of length 2. The chain C~, C2 can be "broken" by 
removing a(p4")  = F and a(ps") = D from the grammar. The regular 
expression of the language generated by F is (p6)ps • p4 can be replaced 
by 
C - - *p4Y  
Y ~ p6Y  
Y ---> psK  
and p~" is replaced by 
A --~ Zps  
Z ~ p lX  
Z --~ Zp6 • 
D can be replaced in a similar manner yielding, finally, a grammar 
Pl"  : A ~ Zps  pT" : A --~ pll 
p~" : B --~ p2B p8" : x --> AB 
P3" : B --+ wp9 p9 '~' : Z ~ Zp6 
p4" : G --* p~Y pl'~ : Z --> p~x 
p J '  : K --> Up9 pl'~ : Y ~ p6Y  
p6" : C --+ plo pl'~ : Y ~ psK  
p13 : w ---> wp7 
I I! 
p14 : W --> p3x 
p15 : U ~ up7 
p16 : U ~ psC.  
All the unbounding chains of this grammar are of length 1: We can 
now form its associate as before, coming up with a new grammar in 
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binary form 
ql' : A --~ pl!!' Z 
q2' : B --~ p2" B 
q j :  B ~ p{"w 
qj :  C ~ p4~"Y 
qs' : K ~ p{" U 
q6l : C ~ p~!!' 
q{ : A - -~ p7 !!' 
qs': X ~ ps"AB 
qg' : Z ~ p9" Z 
! I f !  
qlo: Z --~ plox 
! 
Pll Y q11: Y ~ " 
! ? I t  
q12: Y "--* p12K 
q13: w ~ p law 
! /t! 
q14: w ~ p14 
! V ~" qla: --~ p lsU 
f yf!  
q16: U --~ plaC. 
The only unbounding cycles here are ql', q'lo, qs' and its cyclic permuta- 
tion ~(qs) is B. The finite state language generated by B has the regular 
expression: 
ff!  I f /  f f !  It? 1/f f / !  fP! I f!  I f!  f f f  H f  
(p2)Pa (p13)p14(p4 (pll)p12p5 (Pl~)Pt6)p6 
and q2 and q3 can be removed, qs modified, and a number of extra produc- 
tions added to reduce the grammar to a bounded grammar. 
In this above procedure, n associate grammars have to be constructed 
to yield a bounded grammar from a simple unbounded grammar of order 
n. This long process is unnecessary if the exhibition of finite representa- 
bility be the only purpose. It has been shown elsewhere (Altman, 1964) 
that given a Simple Unbounded grammar G one can effectively construct 
a grammar G* in such a way that., corresponding to every production 
string of a sentence of G, there is a production string of a sentence of G* 
and vice-versa. Also, the associate of G* is a finite-state language. 
This result somewhat weakens the hierarchy of grammars within the 
simple unbounded class. However, it is our belief that the hierarchy 
can be extended along the same lines for grammars beyond the simple 
unbounded. As an example of an unbounded grammar which is not sim- 
ple unbounded one can quote the following 
pl : S~ (S -~- S) 
P2 : S -~ a. 
In this case the techniques of reduction to associate grammars dis- 
cussed in the previous ections fail to be effective. However, the following 
grammar acts  as an associate of this grammar in the sense that all its 
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sentences are production strings of sentences of the original grammar 
ql : S ~ Xp2 
q~ : X ---> p lp2X 
q~ : X --~ plXp2 
q4 : X --* Xplp2 
q5 : X ---> plp~ • 
This is a bounded grammar which is finitely representable. As a matter 
of fact 
S --~ qlX 
X- -~ q2X 
X --~ q3X 
X---~ q4X 
X - *  q5 
is an adequate associate for this grammar. 
One question we have not discussed in this paper is that of ambiguity, 
either of the original grammar or of the grammars obtained in the sub- 
sequent reduction steps. It is not very hard to show that the associate 
grammars are unambiguous as can be found by application of some of the 
known semidecision procedures. However, if the original grammar is 
ambiguous, then the sentences generated by the associate grammars are 
one-one, not with the sentences, but the structural descriptions of the 
original grammar. 
In the case of the nonsimple-bounded grammar exhibited above, 
however, the "associate grammar" (associate only in a loose sense) is 
ambiguous. We have a suspicion that the language itself may be in- 
herently ambiguous. In this case, all semblences of one-one mapping 
break down. 
A major motivation for our first work on Finite Representability was 
the calculation of the hformat ion Theoretic capacity of context-free 
languages. It was pointed out there that if the original language was 
unambiguous, then the capacity of the associate finite state grammar  
and that of the language were equal. We believe that the same statement 
can be made about all languages having simple unbounded grammars.  
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However, the example above leads t oa  suspicion that the capacities of 
languages generated by nonsimple-bounded grammars may not be 
amenable to calculation through the finite representability concept. 
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